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Learn how to win consistently playing Blackjack. While this book was originally written for playing

blackjack online, I have included methods and betting strategies that have made me over $600 per

hour. Also included is a bonus roulette method that allows me to double my money every hour with

almost zero risk
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Take the $10 you were going to use to buy this book, and go bet it on black. I wish I had.First, let

me say that this book is not a long term winning strategy and it is very, very misleading. The betting

strategies he recommends may possibly be decreasing variance (that is, the range that

winning/loosing streaks will take you), but it does not decrease the house edge in any way and

actually puts you at a greater long term disadvantage.He recommends an extreme deviation from

basic strategy in Black Jack. He uses some mathematically correct but extremely misleading

statements to convince you why you should deviate from basic. For example he says you should

always stand if you could possibly bust (you have a hard 12 or higher) regardless of what the dealer

has because the dealer is more likely to bust than you. While technically true in some cases, due to



the fact that a dealer has to keep hitting while he's bellow 17, this does not take into account the

dealer getting a 17-21 and beating you which is why it is sometimes mathematically better to take a

hit depending on what the dealer has. In other words he's saying I should stand on a 12 against a

dealer 7, because the dealer is more likely to bust than me, but if you factor in the likelihood of the

dealer getting a 17-21, the math, and millions of computer simulations, and any credible

mathematician you talk to, will confirm that you should take a hit. He says that everyone has been

"fooled" into playing basic strategy as the optimum way of playing against a randomized deck or in

online play.In essence, he is saying that all those mathematicians and computer scientists and

millions of computer simulations are wrong and he has figured out something better by talking to a

drunk Ukrainian.

we were traveling on Highway 40 through Arizona on the way to L.A. a few days ago. Along the way

are 2 or 3 casinos. We stayed the night in Albequerque the night before we hit Arizona and my wife

bought and downloaded Secret of Blackjack. We went to eat before heading to bed and she kept

her nose in the Kindle the whole tome we were at dinner. When bedtime approached, she told me I

needed to read the book. "Or at least read these sections," and she handed it to me. After 370 miles

of driving that day, the last thing I wanted to do was read a book. She wanted to stop at Vegas "on

the way" to L.A. and try these techniques and I told her there was no way, plus we couldn't make

my conference if we did that. But she insisted I read a couple of paragraphs. I have to tell you...

after a couple of HOURS (not paragraphs), I knew this was something I'd never heard before. I had

played using "basic strategy" my whooe life. That means, I've always lost a little less than others!

But now, this was a REAL change from the norm, a way to attack the deck differently from what I'd

ever experienced. I laid awake most of the night trying to figure out a way to fit 2 days of Vegas

travel to our trip before my conference but there was no way. The info was BURNING to be tried.

But then the answer came to us as we passed through Arizona! Arizona has casinos and a nice one

is right there on Highway 40! We stopped and stayed and played. I took to Vegors' techniques

better than Jodie did, but she didn't seem to care as long as we won more than lost! So she bowed

out, stood behind me, and I just went to town. Obviously, we hit the same casino on the way back.
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